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Set across one of the most dramatic sites 
ever selected for golf, Point Hardy rests on 
a 360 acre peninsula on the northern tip of 
Saint Lucia. 

With cooling sea breezes, private white sand 
beaches and magnificent ocean views from 
every corner of the site, Cabot Saint Lucia 
has all of the ingredients to become the 
leading resort destination in the Caribbean. 
It is one of the best sites ever developed in 
the game of golf. With 1.5 miles of coastline 
at their disposal, Bill Coore and Ben Cren-
shaw have made this their site of choice for 
their first Caribbean golf design.

WELCOME 
TO CABOT 
SAINT LUCIA 
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Brought to you by the same team that created Canada’s #1 golf resort, 
this stunning property in Saint Lucia hosts Cabot’s third golf course 
and second resort in its rapidly expanding portfolio of world class 
properties and courses. 

The crown jewel of the luxury residential community and resort will be 
the 18-hole Bill Coore and Ben Crenshaw designed golf course, Cabot 
Point. Consistent with the success of the highly decorated Cabot Links 
Resort in Nova Scotia, Canada, Cabot Saint Lucia offers spectacular 
golf, jaw-dropping natural beauty, and an incredible member and guest 
experience. 

THE CABOT WAY
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The resort offers 360-degree views that capture the very best of golf, 
beach and oceanside living. With the highest level service, hotel guests 
and members alike can rest assured that every detail is handled with care 
in a friendly and relaxed atmosphere.
 
Whether enjoying the simple comforts of fresh baked goods at the 
bakery, shopping for unique finds at the Cabot boutique, or relaxing 
under a cabana alongside the infinity edge pool, this island resort has 
a special way of encouraging relaxation amongst all who visit. Health 
and wellness offerings are abundant throughout the resort. A relaxing 
Beach Club, rejuvenating spa and fitness facility, steam and sauna, 
yoga studio, and tennis court facility round out the experience. 

THE COMMUNITY
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Offering exclusive access to resort services, 
amenities, and events, the Cabot Club will 
accept a total of just over 300 members.  

24/7-member services staff

Complimentary refreshments at both Cabot 
Point Comfort stations

CABOT 
CLUB
MEMBER SERVICES 
AND CLUBHOUSE 

EXCLUSIVE MEMBER BENEFITS INCLUDE:

Private dining and wine experiences

Men’s and Women’s Golf locker rooms with 
steam rooms, sauna, showers and top quality 
amenities with lockers available.

28-seat movie theatre with refreshments  

Game room and bar complete with bowling 
alley, poker room, video games, pool table, 
table tennis, outdoor event lawn

Member parties and special events with a 
robust annual events calendar

Member pricing for all restaurants and 
amenities

Full residential services
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Where open sea and land collide is where 
golf exists in its purest form. Perched above 
the Atlantic Ocean and crafted around 
the cliffs and valleys of Point Hardy’s 
magnificent landscape, Cabot Point offers 
an unparalleled Caribbean golf experience. 

Course designers Bill Coore and Ben 
Crenshaw have wound the course through 
lush terrain, over rocky outcrops and 
along tropical bays and sandy beaches. 
Dramatic clifftop greens sit high
above the clear coastal waters while mean-
dering fairways provide spectacular reveals. 
With seven holes playing along the ocean 
and every hole showcasing mesmerizing 
coastal views, this is a course that plays to 
all five senses. Some call it a tropical retreat; 
others call it a golfer’s paradise. 

CABOT 
POINT 

GOLF COURSE

We simply call it Golf, The Cabot Way.
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COORE AND 
CRENSHAW 

“We’ll never have a location like this 
ever again in our careers… it’s an 
incredible blessing to be working 
here.”

           
 - Bill Coore
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AMENITIES 
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HILLTOP 
PAVILION 
Perched at the high point of the site he Hilltop Pavilion provides a 
flexible transitionary and orientation space to greet arriving guests in 
style. It houses a small cafe and library and commands panoramic vistas 
across the site, the Atlantic Ocean and back towards the sunset over the 
Caribbean Sea.
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CABOT 
EXPLORER
When it comes to outdoor adventure, Cabot Saint Lucia offers 
unparalleled experiences for the outdoor enthusiast. Our signature 
offerings pair the excitement of discovery with luxurious touches. Our 
Cabot Explorers program can design bespoke trips to assist Guests and 
Members with every aspect of adventure while on property. 

From organizing snorkel or deep-sea fishing trips to scuba certification, 
sailing lessons, whale watching, stand-up paddle boarding, kids’ camps 
and trips to neighboring islands, the adventure activities at Cabot Saint 
Lucia will help make your time with us truly unforgettable.
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Beach Restaurant, Sundowners Point, Beach Bar, Beach Pool & Cabot 
Explorers Hut. Below the golf course with it’s own protected Bay the 
Beach Club has it’s toes literally in the sand! All day dining with a 
variety of moods and spaces from simple undercover natural thatched 
and shaded drift wood tables and sailcloth hammocks, to a very well 
stocked Rum Bar all given the right vibe by the de rigeur bass sound 
system.

A unique wooden pier leads out to generous cabanas and a sundowners 
point sitting on top of the coral reef perched above the waves, a great 
base for the hour or indeed the entire day!

The crystal clear Beach Pool winds along the sandy cove allowing kids 
to play safely, swimmers to exercise and everyone to be cooled by 
the waterfalls and streams with strategically placed poolside shaded 
cabanas and net hammocks placed between the coconut and palm 
trees.

BEACH CLUB
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Comfort Indulge in the comfort of refreshments, snacks, and friendly 
hospitality in between holes at one of Cabot Point’s two on-course 
comfort stations. From freshly squeezed lemonade and tropical fruit, 
to island-inspired cocktails and mouthwatering snacks – the comfort 
stations have everything you need to fuel your round!
  

COMFORT STATION

CLUB 
AMENITIES

Take island living to the next level with a visit to the peaceful ambiance 
of the Cabot Saint Lucia Spa. Relax with a massage at one of the spa’s 6 
massage rooms, pamper yourself with a facial and mani/pedi, or indulge 
in a volcano mud mask or hydro therapy treatment. Once primped and 
pampered, float down the lazy river from the spa to the beach. You 
deserve to feel your best. 

SPA
The Cabot indoor and outdoor fitness facilities also put wellness at the 
forefront of your vacation. Well amenitized with healthy snacks, daily juices, 
vitamins, and supplements, you’ll be able to recharge in peace following 
your workout of choice. Take your pick of pilates, aqua yoga, beach yoga, 
martial arts, and dance classes. Men’s and women’s fitness/spa locker rooms 
come complete with a hot tub, cold plunge pools, and showers. Various 
hiking and biking trails also weave throughout the resort. 

FITNESS

Experience the incredible bonding that takes place as you teach your 
child to fish at Cabot Saint Lucia’s Fish Camp. The lake offers a perfect 
controlled environment for a fun family fishing experience. The moment 
they catch their first fish will be worth every minute spent on the lake.

FISH CAMP

Cabot Saint Lucia’s sports facility is a beautiful space where guests and 
members of all ages can come together. Complete with a tennis court, 
batting cage, ropes course, and 1/2 basketball court, the sports facility is 
an ideal spot to enjoy sports, activities, and maybe even some friendly 
competition.

SPORTS VILLAGE
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We take great pride in our culinary offerings across our three onsite 
restaurants. Whether dining at the laid-back Caribbean-style Beach 
Restaurant, the quaint Cabot Bistro, or the elegant Point Clubhouse 
Restaurant and Bar, you can expect an inspired menu crafted with the 
highest quality ingredients.

The Cabot Saint Lucia food and beverage experience extends 
beyond the dinner table as well. Visit our on-site farm to taste the fresh 
produce, or try our hot sauce made fresh from our very own hot pepper 
patch. Honey tastings will also be available from our off-site honey farm. 
The highest quality Cuban cigars and rare scotch are just a few exciting 
offerings found throughout the property.

Members will have multiple private dining experiences to choose from, 
including private chef experiences with customized menus, cooking 
classes, ocean-to-table menus and more.

FOOD AND 
BEVERAGE 
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Having completed the Masterplan layouts 
we studied each site to establish the best 
position for every Residence. Starting with 
the precise position within the plot, ensuring 
that easy access is allowed from the road, 
and to maximise the views over the fairway, 
beaches and ocean.

This is then further informed by our studies 
of the solar paths and wind direction which 
is overlaid onto the site, therefore each site 
has a unique design that is the summation 
of these studies and ensures that maximum 
opportunity and comfort is provided, with 
sufficient shade to terraces and sun to 
loungers with suitable wind protection to 
the pool area, and that no opportunity is 
missed to maximise the unique nature of 
each plot.

MASTERPLAN
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The iconic surroundings of Cabot Saint Lucia are only enhanced by 
incredible real estate opportunities. From hilltop vistas, to beach-side 
luxury, Real Estate at Cabot Saint Lucia combines the magic of island l
iving with a strong sense of community. An experience that is so much 
more than simply owning a home, being an owner at Cabot Saint Lucia 
welcomes you to a community of like-minded individuals and families 
in one of the world’s most stunning locations. Exclusive membership 
benefits, luxury amenities, and modern-day comforts come together to 
create an island escape that feels like home. To keep life easy, we also 
offer an optional property management program designed to create a 
seamless experience for both owners and guests. 

REAL ESTATE

REAL ESTATE PRODUCTS
Beach Front Homes - Ocean Villas - Hillside Villas 
- Fairway Villas - Bluffside Villas - Horizon Villas - Sunrise Beach Flats
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“Our design approach can be 
summarized as Naturally Modern. 
We use this to describe both the 
experience of the space and the 
design language.” 

- Master Architect,       
Richard Evans 
www.studioRHE.com

     

Combining contemporary design with the site’s glorious
natural surroundings, Cabot Saint Lucia’s relaxed 
aesthetic vibe is decadently laid-back – barefoot luxury 
at its best.

The architecture is undoubtedly Caribbean, learning from 
the best of island architecture and combining outdoor 
living with modern contemporary interiors and services.

The buildings use sustainably sourced local materials and 
skills in innovative ways. Using the latest environmentally 
aware thinking, we create an architecture with a strong 
'sense of place’ that is very much of today, but aware of 
the location and history.

Generous glazed volumetric spaces seek to maximize 
and celebrate views, and the experience of living in one of 
the world’s most beautiful natural locations. Materials are 
carefully chosen to provide modern warmth and comfort.

ARCHITECTURAL 
VISION
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OCEAN VILLAS

BEACH FRONT HOMES

The ocean villas are stand alone 4 bed & 5 
bed signature residences. Every ocean villa 
has been carefully sited to maximise views over the 
golf course, the ocean beyond and to embrace the 
cooling breeze from the atlantic. 

Grand entrances lead to private internal courtyards
which provide secure, quiet, wind-protected, 
garden sanctuaries. These are filled with water falls
and carefully screened  shaded terraces merging 
indoor and outdoor living. 

Starting with the extraordinary dream location of 
protected beach side lots the unique Beach Villas 
merge into the ocean edge palm trees guaranteeing 
privacy and uninterrupted views to the golden sand 
and cyan blue ocean.

The double frontage design allows the house to 
function as both open to the beach with a beach 
front infinity pool and carefully designed spine walls 
channelling the cooling breeze through the house or 
closed to enjoy the private pool filled courtyard and 
fire pit.

HILLSIDE VILLAS
The hillside villas are stand alone 3 or 4 bed  
residences. Every villa has been carefully sited to 
maximise views over the golf course  the ocean 
beyond and to embrace the cooling breeze from the 
Atlantic. 

Stepped entrances lead down from the arrival to 
private internal courtyards which provide, quiet, 
wind-protected, private sanctuaries.  Stand alone
satellite suites are entered directly from the 
courtyard. The split level main living space provides a 
dramatic arrival sequence & fluid continuous space.

REAL ESTATE
PRODUCTS
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FAIRWAY VILLAS

SUNRISE BEACH FLATS 
HORIZON VILLAS

The Fairway Villas are semi-detached two storey 
homes. The standard form is a 3 bed house with a 
central courtyard and double height void space. Two 
and four bed bed versions are also available. 

The two interlocking forms create fluid contem-
porary and light filled negative spaces that merge 
indoor and outdoor living. The entrance is from 
the upper level which also houses the bedrooms 
while the open plan living space is set across the 
lower floor around the central courtyard. 

Taking advantage of close proximity to the beach 
amenities and gentle breezes, these modern layouts 
provide for a variety of lifestyles and entertainment 
opportunities. 

The building design and siting ensure views of the 
bay and ocean. The homes offer single-level living 
with all rooms and outdoor amenities on one floor. 
The top-level homes also include a rooftop deck and 
pool allowing for panoramic views.

A dynamic plan form provides standardised 3 and 4 
bed single level detached villas with curated views 
over the Golf Course and Atlantic beyond. The simple 
collection of forms are composed within a walled 
tropical garden. Fluid internal and external spatial 
arrangements emerge that balance tranquil privacy 
with well proportioned social spaces. The planted 
roofs blend with their surroundings, reduce the sense 
of scale of the architecture as well as providing solar 
shading, privacy and a naturally modern aesthetic.

BLUFFSIDE VILLAS
The Bluffside villas are detached two storey homes 
with incredible views across the landscape and 
ocean. Set on a steep hillside a compact rectangular 
form is expressed by a circulation tower and a timber 
shading structure. Large overhanging roofs and side 
flank walls provide further shading and privacy. The 
living space is able to open to the front and back 
to encourage natural ventilation and seamless 
integration with nature.

The standard form is a 3 bed (3500 ft2 conditioned) 
house with plunge pool and extensive decks 
providing indoor outdoor living spaces.
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Cabot Saint Lucia is located on an incredibly dramatic site known as Point 
Hardy on the north east coast of the island. The location, with water on 
three sides, affords breathtaking views, cooling breezes and a series of 
private bays lined with white sand beaches. The natural amphitheater 
shape of the property provides a sense of exclusivity and ensures privacy 
for home sites while also developing a great sense of community to the 
resort as a whole. 

Saint Lucia is a sovereign island country in the eastern Caribbean Sea. 
Part of the Lesser Antilles, it is located northeast of the island of Saint 
Vincent, northwest of Barbados and south of Martinique. Cabot Saint 
Lucia is located just thirty minutes north of the island’s capital, Castries. 
Rodney Bay is the nearest town, located just 15 minutes from the resort 
site. Saint Lucia observes Atlantic Standard Time – 4 hours behind GMT 
(no changes for daylight savings).

Saint Lucia has a tropical climate moderated by northeast trade winds 
that allow for pleasant year-round conditions. Mean annual temperatures 
range from 76 °F (24 °C) to 86 °F (30 °C). 

POINT HARDY 

LOCATION

CLIMATE

LOCAL 
AREA

Saint Lucia’s physical features are notable. Dominated by high peaks and 
rain forests in the interior, the 616-square-kilometer (238-square-mile) 
island is known for the twin peaks of Gros Piton and Petit Piton on the 
southwestern coast, its soft sandy beaches, and its magnificent natural 
harbors. The steep terrain also accentuates the many rivers that flow 
from central Saint Lucia to the Caribbean. Saint Lucia is just 27 miles long 
and 14 miles wide and lined with beautiful beaches.

Cabot Saint Lucia has a strong relationship with the island’s best  
hospitals. We also offer a 24/7 on-call doctor that comes to the property 
for necessary situations. In the event of emergency, medevac is available 
for transportation to the appropriate hospital. Security at Cabot Saint 
Lucia is a top priority. Best practices for security are enforced across the 
property by our security team. Take comfort in knowing our security as 
well as other members of the Cabot team are trained first responders. 

Saint Lucia’s rich culture is comprised of a blend of English, French and 
African heritage. The official language of the island is English, but Saint 
Lucian Creole remains an influential secondary language. From the 
internationally renowned Jazz Festival, to Friday Night Street Parties and 
local carnivals, Saint Lucia is an island alive with local pride and tradition 
through music, dance, food and art.

GEOGRAPHY

HEALTH AND SAFETY

CULTURE
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DIRECT INTERNATIONAL FLIGHTS
With direct flights from the US, Canada, and Europe, getting to Cabot Saint Lucia is easy.

GETTING HERE

UNITED STATES

Miami: 3H30M (American Airlines)

Atlanta: 4H30M (Delta Airlines)

 Charlotte: 4H30M (American Airlines)

 New York: 4H30M (JetBlue & Delta)

Newark: 4H45M (United Airlines)

Boston: 5H (JetBlue)

Philadelphia: 4H45M (American Airlines)

 Chicago: 6H (United Airlines - Seasonal)

 Dallas: 6H (American Airlines)

 

CANADA

 Toronto: 5H30M (Air Canada & WestJet)

 Montreal: 5H30M (Air Canada - Seasonal)

EUROPE

 London: 8H30M  
(British Airlines & Virgin Atlantic)

 Manchester: 9H10M  
(Thomas Cook Airlines)

 Paris (via Martinique): 8H45M  
(Air Caraibes & Air France)

Cabot land transportation is available 
for trips to and from the airport, and 
private helicopter transportation can 
also be arranged through our liaison 
services. To make your commute as 
seamless as possible, refreshments and 
snacks will be provided, with options 
for food and beverage packages also 
available.

ARRIVAL/DEPARTURE  

Cabot Saint Lucia is located just an 
hour and 15 minute drive overland or a 
10 minute private helicopter flight from 
the Hewanorra Airport. The George F. 
L. Charles Private Airport (SLU) with 
its 6,227 ft runway is a mere 10-minute 
drive from Cabot Saint Lucia.

Inter-island travel is well serviced 
by LIAT and Air Caraibes operating 
different flight options, including to 
Martinique and Guadeloupe.

The time zone is Atlantic Standard Time 
- 4 hours behind GMT (no changes 
observed for daylight savings).

ATLANTIC 
OCEAN

ST. LUCIA

CASTRIES

RODNEY BAY 
MARINA

GROS ISLET

MARIGOT BAY

SOUFRIERE

ANSE COCHON

VIEUX FORT

HEWANORRA 
AIRPORT

 GEORGE F.L. 
CHARLES 
AIRPORT

CABOT  
ST. LUCIA
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OUR 
TEAM 

BEN COWAN -DEWAR

Cowan-Dewar is the Co-founder 
and CEO of Canada’s #1 golf 
destination, Cabot Links Resort. 
Home to two world-class 
courses, Cabot Cliffs and Cabot 
Links are positioned at #9 and 
#43 respectively on Golf Digest’s 
Top 100 Courses in the World. 
Cowan-Dewar is the Chair of 
the Federal Crown Corporation 
Destination Canada. In 2017, he 
was awarded the Meritorious 
Service Medal by Governor 
General David Johnston for his 
vision in building Cabot and 
the contributions he and Cabot 
have made to the Inverness 
community and economy. Most 
recently, Cowan-Dewar received 
Canada’s prestigious Top 40 
under 40 distinction, credited 
not only for his business success, 
but also for his role in revitalizing 
the economy in a region of rural 
Nova Scotia. 

Michael L. Keiser is the owner of 
Bandon Dunes Golf Resort, which 
was recently recognized by both 
GOLF Magazine and Golf Digest 
as the No. 1 Golf Resort in North 
America. Located on Oregon’s 
South Coast, the Resort now 
includes five courses designed 
in the tradition of Scotland’s 
ancient links. Mr. Keiser also 
owns Cabot Links Golf Resort 
in Inverness, Nova Scotia, where 
there are two world top 100 golf 
courses, three restaurants, and 
72 rooms of accommodation 
as well as 19 golf villas.  
In addition, Sand Valley Golf 
Resort in Rome, Wisconsin 
opened July 1, 2017,  
with one Coore-Crenshaw course 
and a second course by David 
Kidd opened in June of 2018. 

MIKE KEISER KRISTINE THOMPSON 

Thompson brings prior 
experience from Chief Executive 
Officer roles in the Caribbean, 
including at Sunshine Snacks 
Ltd., and Canboulay Energy 
Capital. Before returning to 
Trinidad & Tobago in 2000, 
Kristine spent several years at 
the Boston Consulting Group 
in Toronto, New York, Buenos 
Aires and Australia in the areas 
of strategy, organizational 
development, acquisitions 
and process reengineering. 
Thompson holds a Bachelor 
of Commerce degree from 
Queen’s University and a Master 
of Business Administration from 
the Harvard Business School.
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RICHARD EVANS

Richard Hywel Evans founded 
Studio RHE in 1997. Having 
overseen more than 50 high-end 
International projects, Richard 
built his global reputation on the 
solid design and delivery of bold 
and innovative projects – from 
exclusive lifestyle environments 
via inspired residential and 
leisure developments through 
to truly unique workplace 
designs. Richard studied at 
the Architectural Association 
in London achieving the only 
RIBA Professional Honours 
awarded that year. With original 
research having been published 
in the RIBA Journal, he has also 
contributed to publications such 
as The Times, The Guardian, The 
Financial Times and for the BBC.

RON KRATER EDWIN LUCUS 

Ron is an urban designer/
community planner with a 
passion for looking beyond the 
conventional with a wide range 
of experience in challenging and 
unique developments. Ron’s 
expertise includes “visioning” 
and strategic planning, master 
planning, site planning, 
design guidelines, community 
outreach, and entitlement. Ron 
has planned, designed, and 
managed many award-winning 
large-scale projects and resort 
developments throughout the 
United States, Asia, and the 
Middle East. Ron’s practice 
has focused on systems: the 
frameworks of open space, 
circulation, and land use that 
contribute to a sense of place.

In 2020, Edwin relocated to 
Saint Lucia from the Big Island 
of Hawaii where he worked 
as a realtor for Hawaii Life, 
specializing in sales in a high-
end private community.  Edwin 
graduated with a BSc in Civil 
Engineering from Nottingham 
University. He subsequently 
spent 17 years working in Asia 
for Credit Lyonnais Securities.  
Moving from Hong Kong, 
Indonesia, South Africa and 
South Korea, his primary focus 
was institutional equity sales 
eventually leading to positions 
as Country Head and finally 
Head of Broking for the Group. 
In 2006, he exited the industry 
and moved to Whistler, BC, 
before settling in Hawaii.

GEORGE PUNOOSE

As Principal of Cabot Saint 
Lucia, George Punoose brings 
with him 20 years of experience 
cultivating resort destinations 
and raising the bar for luxury 
lifestyle. Prior to joining Cabot, 
Punoose served as General 
Manager and VP Business 
Development at Kohanaiki, a 
luxury development on the 
Kona Coast of Hawaii. Under his 
leadership, Kohanaiki delivered 
one of the largest clubhouses 
in the world, with Punoose 
overseeing all details of the 
build-out. Punoose has opened 
and worked at numerous other 
high-end private communities, 
including Mirabel in Scottsdale, 
Spanish Oaks in Austin, The 
Hideaway & The Madison Club in 
La Quinta, and Baker’s Bay Golf 
& Ocean Club in the Bahamas.

BILL COORE & 
BEN CRENSHAW
Admiration and respect for 
the classic golf courses of the 
"Golden Age of Architecture" 
inspired Ben Crenshaw and Bill 
Coore to establish the firm of 
Coore and Crenshaw Inc. in 1986. 
Theirs is an design firm based 
upon the shared philosophy 
that traditional, strategic golf 
is the most rewarding, and 
the creation of courses that 
present this concept with the 
greatest artistry is the ultimate 
goal. Well recognized for their 
work in North America, Cabot 
Saint Lucia will be Coore and 
Crenshaw’s first Carribean 
project. 
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www.cabotsaintlucia.com 
realestate@cabotsaintlucia.com

@CabotSaintLucia  
@CabotLinks


